SC-45 Wright-Glass Family Letters. 1892-1906

(19 items)

Introduction

The Glass Family papers were accessioned into the Wright State University Department of Archives and Special Collections as a small collection. The exact date of the acquisition is unknown, but the papers are believed to have been donated by the Glass family.

The papers in this collection date from 1892 to 1906, and fill one file folder. The papers are divided into two series:

Series 1: Personal letter from Milton Wright
Series 2: Family history

There are no restrictions on the use of this material.

Scope and Content

The papers included in this collection are personal correspondence between Milton Wright and his cousins Oliver and Flora Glass.

Series 1 contains eight letters to Oliver and Flora Glass describing daily activities, family visits, and church events. Also included are five undated and unaddressed post-scripts and notes. This series spans from 1896 to 1906.

Series 2 contains three letters each concerning a different aspect of family history. The letters are dated from 1892 to 1901.

Item List

Series 1: Personal Letters

4. Envelope for the above letter postmarked June 24, 1899
5. Letter from Milton Wright to unidentified cousin. December 9, 1900
6. Letter from Milton Wright to unidentified cousin. February 13, 1901
7. Envelope for the above letter address to Oliver Glass postmarked Feb. 13, 1901
8. Letter from Milton Wright to Flora Glass. December 9, 1904
9. Envelope for the above letter postmarked Dec. 9 and 10
10. Letter from Milton Wright to unidentified cousin. May 24, 1905
12. Envelope for the above letter postmarked July 25, 1906
13. Note discussing pending court case n.d.
15. Post-script discussing previous genealogy findings n.d.
16. Post-script discussing construction of additional rooms n.d.
17. Note discussing upcoming meeting. n.d.
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Series 2: Family History
1. Written memorial to Elizabeth Reeder May 8, 1892
2. Gano family history February 8, 1899
3. Jerome Holt family history February 12, 1901

Envelope for unknown letter sent to Flora Glass postmarked December 10, 1892